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The indomitable boss!

Who could've possibly injured the boss that badly?!

“Let me take a look at the boss."

“No, I will check on the boss!"

"I was there first! Didn't you see my left foot stepped in first?"

A few people were scrambling to tend to Arabella while the rest had to look after Carol.

“It's weird."

When Dr. Nolan saw the bruise on Arabella’s arm, he was taken aback.

"The boss's injuries look like she's been hit by a guy who weighs about 800 pounds."

“What are you even talking about? It's clear from the boss's injuries that the opponent's strength was immense."

“It's ridiculously strong."

“What kind of person would have such strength?"

Were there people that heavy in the Triangular Zone? They didn't recall.

Someone else took Arabella’s pulse, “It's all flesh wounds. Fortunately, no vital organs are damaged. I'll clean the wounds first."

"I'll apply the medicine for the boss."

"I'll bandage the boss."

"Clearly, the boss is drained. Did she fight dozens of hefty guys all by herself?"

“One hefty guy would stand no chance against the boss"

"Could this godforsaken place even produce that many hefty guys?"

"If it was only one, the boss couldn't possibly be hurt this badly. Look at each bruise on her, and they're all caused by large

forces. Also, this cut is deeper than normal and it almost reached the bone. This means the opponent had great strength and

was incredibly fast."

"Was there anyone faster than the boss?"

No one knew who asked this question, but everyone looked at Romeo.

Of those present, only Romeo was stronger and faster than the boss.

But it was obviously not him!

Everyone looked at him because there was indeed someone stronger than the boss in this world, other than Romeo, they didn't

know who else it could be.

“Anyway, the opponent was definitely a hefty guy"

Some doctor said this, and Jack was already impatient, “Can you guys stop chattering and disturbing? You're about to deafen

the boss with your chatter. Let the boss rest!"

At this moment, Dr. Nolan's hand trembled, and he spilled some medicine. Arabella's eyelashes fluttered, and she slowly opened

her eyes.

"Bellatt"

Romeo was the first to notice she was awake and rushed to ask, “Are you alright? What's wrong? You finally woke up, you silly

girl."

“The boss! The boss is awake!"

"Did you apply the medicine too harshly and woke the boss up?"

"Could you be more gentle, you brute?"

Dr. Nolan was also frustrated. He was indeed gentle, but seeing the boss awake made him happy. He excitedly yelled, "Boss!"

In a daze, Arabella saw a familiar, handsome face. She held Romeo's hand tightly, "Head."

Head?

Romeo leaned in quickly and asked, “Headache? Are you uncomfortable? Did you get hit there?"

Arabella didn't have the strength to speak anymore and slowly closed her eyes.

"Boss?? Boss!!!"

"Bellal!" Romeo was just as worried and ordered hurriedly, ‘Quickly check on her!"
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